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ABSTRACT
Although Information Retrieval (IR) is meant to serve its
users, surprisingly little IR research is not user-centered. In
contrast, this article utilizes the concept complexity of information as the determinant of the user’s comprehension,
not as a formal golden measure. Four aspects of user’s comprehension are applies on a database of simple and normal
Wikipedia articles and found to distinguish between them.
The results underline the feasibility of the principle of parsimony for IR: where two topical articles are available, the
simpler one is preferred.
Categories and Subject Descriptors: H.1.1 [User/Machine
Systems]: Value of information; H.1.2 [User/Machine Systems]: Human information processing; H.3.1 [Information
Storage and Retrieval]: Content Analysis and Indexing; H.3.3
[Information Storage and Retrieval]: Information Search and
Retrieval
General Terms: Human Factors, Experimentation, Algorithms.
Keywords: Complexity Measures, Parsimony, Relevance,
Comprehension.
“Frustra fit per plum quod potest fieri per pauciora”.
What can be explained by the assumption of fewer things is
vainly explained by the assumption of more things.
William of Ockham (1288–1348)

1.

INTRODUCTION

Ockham’s razor, also known as the principle of parsimony,
states: where two theories explain the same data, the simpler theory is preferred. This paper applies this principle, a
rule of thumb for science, to IR. Users judge the complexity
of documents using the following criteria: understandability [24], comprehensibility [18], and accessibility [19]. Complexity has also been related to user experience: difficulty is
a significant cause of (negative) affect [1] and has, accordingly, been posited as a primary antecedent of information
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retrieval experience [23]. In addition, a good balance between the user’s skills and the complexity of the information
can make information search intrinsically motivating [2]. Although formal indicators for document complexity have been
identified in literature, a unambiguous user-centered notion
on what constitutes (perceived) document complexity is still
lacking. To achieve such, comprehension will be used as a
starting point. Comprehension refers to a process allowing
the user to understand and use information and is, for a
large part, determined by: readability, amount of information, coherence, and content overlap.
The readability of a text has been shown to facilitate comprehension [20]. Readability is the ease of reading a text,
and is dependent upon vocabulary, sentence structure and
style of a text. Moreover, it relates to the reading skills and
interests of the reader . Two seminal psychology works imply that the higher the amount of information of texts, the
harder it is to process them. First, Miller [16] showed that
humans share some similarity with a communication system,
among which a channel capacity; i.e., a limited amount of input information that can be transmitted to a certain amount
of (correlated) output information. Second, Hick’s law [9]
noted that more information leads to longer decision times.
A higher textual coherence leads to better comprehension.
However, in specific situations where the reader has an appropriate level of content overlap, less coherent texts may actually stimulate the deep processing of the reader [12]. From
a linguistic perspective, coherence can be both on a grammar level and a semantic level. Semantic coherence has been
divided in a microstructure and a macrostructure, which denotes respectively the local (i.e., sentence level) and global
organization/connection of propositions. Content overlap
refers to the overlap between the text and the reader’s prior
knowledge: texts too close to the reader’s knowledge are
redundant and texts too far away are too difficult [12].
Next, metrics will be introduced for document complexity
based on the user-centered notion of comprehension. In Section 3, these metrics are tested on a database that includes
texts from both Simple Wikipedia and English Wikipedia.
Finally, in Section 4, the results of this endeavor are discussed.

2.

METRICS OF COMPLEXITY

The determinants of comprehension do not allow to define
one metric. However, some of them do allow the definition
of a metric of complexity, as is reviewed next.

2.1

Readability Formulae

The common approach to estimating the difficulty of a
text is by readability measures. These are rough measures
relating textual characteristics like content, style, design,
and structure to averaged latent user characteristics about
prior knowledge and reading skills [13], often through a linear regression model.
A range of measures exists for determining how readable a
text is, of which four common ones will be illustrated. These
formulae have been shown to be highly correlated to each
other, ranging from .90 to .99 [5]. First, the Flesch Reading
Ease Scale [4], ranging from 0 to 100 [6]. Let WpS be the
words per sentence and SpW the syllables per word:
Sf = 206.84 − 84.60SpW − 1.02WpS.

(1)

Second is the Flesch-Kincaid Readability formula [11]. It
indicates the reading grade level (Gf ) of a text, from grade
5 to college level:
Gf = 0.39WpS + 11.80SpW − 15.59.

(2)

Third, the Fog Index [8], representing the number of years
of formal education needed (Ef ) for a text. Let W be the
number of words and PW the number of polysyllabic words:
PW
× 100.
(3)
W
Fourth, the SMOG Readability Formula [15], gives the minimal required reading grade (Gs ) for a text. Let S denote
the number of sentences:
r
PW
Gs = 3 + 30
.
(4)
S
EF = 0.40WpS +

Although these formulae do indeed differentiate between
texts of different complexities [4], they do not aid understanding in what features make some documents are more
difficult to understand than others (e.g., whether the problem is in syntactics or semantics).

2.2

Entropy

A metric for the amount of information in an ergodic signal is entropy. In particular, entropy measures the uncertainty or the informativeness of an observation. Text can be
modeled as an ergodic signal. For example, every letter can
be seen as a symbol s and the total of all letters of the text
as A. The entropy for a sequence of symbols is:
X
p(B, s)
,
(5)
Hn = −
p(B, s) logb
p(B)
B∈An ,s∈A
where b is the logarithmic scale (usually 2; i.e., bits), An
is the collection of all sequences of length n, p(B, s) is the
probability of sequence B followed by symbol s, and p(B) the
probability of sequence B [21]. Please note that to evaluate
a text on its content, it is more appropriate to use larger
values of n (e.g., 3) and words instead of letters [7].
The information content indicates an important facet of
comprehension: the amount of information that has to be
processed. However, in relation to comprehension, the construct validity is less optimal: entropy is not a precise measure for the perceived amount of information.

2.3

Semantic Complexity

Using a lexicon (e.g., WordNet), Gervasi and Ambriola
[7] provide an approach to indicate how much knowledge is

needed to comprehend what is read. The method counts, for
all words in a text, the number of concepts that are within
n steps related to a word w. The higher this count, the less
complex the text is expected to be.
Let W be the lexical database (e.g., WordNet), ϕw be
all the synsets of which the word w is part of (i.e., lexical
categories such as synonym sets in WordNet), and r(ϕ, ϕ0 )
be a boolean function indicating the relationship between
synset ϕ and synset ϕ‘. Then, all the synsets (A) related in
n steps to a word w are given by:
A0 (w) = {ϕ ∈ W |w ∈ ϕ}
An+1 (w) = An (w) ∪{ϕ ∈ W |r(ϕ, ϕ0 ) ∧ ϕ0 ∈ An (w)}.

(6)

The method can be defined for a whole text T as well:
An (T ) = ∪ An (w).
w∈T

(7)

A normalized versions of this method will be reported. Namely,
A(T ) is A normalized for the size of the text, by dividing A
with A0 (T ).
As a measure of meaningful information, this measure of
semantic complexity differentiates on a facet of complexity
not touched on by either readability or entropy. The measure closely relates to the required semantic knowledge for
a surface comprehension of a text.

2.4

Semantic Coherence

The semantic coherence indicates how sentences are linked
together. It refers to the use of repetition of words or the
use of closely related words over sentences. The coherence
is measured by the average similarity between each pair of
succeeding sentences. Each sentence is represented as a bag
of words.
A semantic similarity measure determines the highest similarity sim between the synsets A0 (w) (see Equation 6) related to a word w, averaged over all possible combinations
of words in the compared sentences S1 and S2 [14]:
P
w1 ∈S1 ,w2 ∈S2 sim(w1 , w2 )
(8)
sim(S1 , S2 ) =
W (S1 )W (S2 )
with
sim(w1 , w2 ) = argmaxϕ1 ∈A0 (w1 ),ϕ2 ∈A0 (w2 ) sim(ϕ1 , ϕ2 ).
Here, W refers to the number of words, and argmax iterates
over all synsets ϕ related to word w, selecting the most similar relation. Numerous implementations for the sim(ϕα , ϕβ )
function exist. In this paper, the St-Onge implementation
is used, weighing and restricting direction changes next to
the path length in a semantic network [10].
An extensive user study showed that the presented metric
for semantic coherence correlates (r = .32) reasonably with
perceived coherence [14]. Hence, it is a valid indication of
coherence, although there is more to perceived coherence
than the metrics show.

3.

EVALUATION

To evaluate the metrics introduced in the previous section,
a data set with a clear diversity in complexity was needed.
The Wikipedia encyclopedia, available in both normal English (See Table 1a) and simple English (See Table 1b), perfectly suited this aim as the latter is explicitly targeted at
readability, semantics, and coherence. The simple English

Table 1: List of resources.
a) English Wikipedia: en.wikipedia.org
b) Simple English Wikipedia: simple.wikipedia.org
c) WikiXMLJ: code.google.com/p/wikixmlj
d) Bliki engine: code.google.com/p/gwtwiki
e) Jericho HTML parser: jericho.htmlparser.net
f) Fathom: www.representqueens.com/fathom

set is expected to represent how the authors view complexity, making it a valuable, user-centered source. However,
the simple English articles tend to be smaller than their
English Wikipedia counterparts and, consequently, describe
their topics in less depth.

3.1

Method

The data as used was retrieved on April 1, 2010 and consisted of two dumps, containing all articles encoded as wikitext for both normal and simple English. Both sets were
imported into a MySQL database, using WikiXMLJ (See
Table 1c). Only articles were imported that were not a
stub (i.e., an incomplete, article), special, disambiguation,
or redirect page. Moreover, solely articles were selected that
were found in both simple and normal English, allowing a
pair-wise comparison.
The data was converted from wiki-text to normal text via
HTML, in order to preserve the layout of the text. Wiki-text
to HTML conversion was done using the Bliki engine (See
Table 1d). The non-standard templates were not parsed;
hence, items like menus and references were omitted. Finally, the HTML was converted to text using a customized
Jericho HTML parser (See Table 1e). The resulting extracted text was parsed into sentences, words, and characters with the default Java text processing toolkit. The resulting data set consisted of 46, 292 articles, or 23, 146 pairs
of both simple and normal English articles.
The readability features were analyzed on paragraphs consisting of at least one sentence and at least two words, to
prevent any noise from headers. The number of syllables in
a word was analyzed using the Fathom toolkit (See Table
1f). Entropy sequences of up to n = 3 were explored on a
case-insensitive encoding of the text. The semantic features
were based on WordNet version 3.0 [cf. 17]. For both semantic complexity and semantic coherence, only nouns were
considered and only relations up to 5 steps were explored
by the algorithms. Moreover, for semantic complexity, hyponymy relations were excluded to prevent the method from
quickly converging on the whole lexicon. And, for the StOnge [10] implementation of semantic coherence, the values
of C = 6.50 and k = .50 were used.
The features were compared, besides using normal descriptive statistics, on their ability to distinguish between
simple and normal English articles. Due to the large sample
sizes, a normal statistical test cannot differentiate between
the features. Therefore, we used two coefficients of statistical
power: the point biserial correlation coefficient rpb [22] with
a pooled sample standard deviation and the Mann-Whitney
U N , a non-parametric coefficient of statistical power. The
latter was used because the coherence metric does not follow a normal distribution, but is far skewed towards zero
(i.e., no relation between sentences). Both functions have a

Table 2: Features’ descriptives and statistical power.
Simple
F
M
SD
Length
W
258.03 1971.52
S
17.57
123.70
Readability
Sf
47.55
23.61
Gf
10.38
5.45
EF
23.67
10.23
Gs
11.42
3.34
Entropy
H0C
4.08
0.12
H1C
2.80
0.55
H2C
1.23
0.60
H0W
5.74
1.20
H1W
0.88
0.53
H2W
0.14
0.14
Semantic Complexity
A2
22.32
12.67
A3
39.94
35.85
A4
64.34
68.13
A5
64.15
79.80
Semantic Coherence
C
0.18
0.15

M

English
SD

Distance
rpb
UN

2377.60
138.76

12439.22
791.89

.118
.106

.449
.434

37.84
12.51
28.20
13.48

16.15
3.77
6.78
2.40

.233
.222
.252
.333

.168
.286
.246
.302

4.16
3.43
2.33
7.75
1.93
0.34

0.05
0.20
0.45
0.87
0.64
0.18

.376
.604
.720
.690
.667
.532

.267
.442
.453
.449
.425
.365

9.49
9.74
11.46
9.11

5.51
9.70
14.99
15.87

.549
.498
.472
.431

.354
.369
.373
.374

0.14

0.10

.066

Note. Features are specified in Section 2.
Abbrev. F : features; M: mean; SD: standard deviation;
C : character entropy, H W : word entropy
Hn
n

range between 0 and 1, where 0 implies no difference and 1
a maximal difference.

3.2

Results

Table 2 shows the descriptive statistics of each of the features for both the simple and normal English Wikipedia articles. These features have been categorized by the metrics
described in Section 2, and an extra category containing
two features indicative of article length. As can be seen,
all features behave according to expectation. For example,
the Flesch Reading Ease Scale (Sf ) decreases, the entropy
shows an increase, and coherence a decrease. Also, semantic complexity decreases: a higher value of A indicates less
prerequisite knowledge.
The differences between both Wikipedias are also shown
in Table 2. The average article length of English Wikipedia
is longer, both in words and in sentences. In order to control for the effects of article length, the average Pearson’s
correlation r for the length features compared to each of the
metrics were determined. The correlations indicate that the
different metrics correlate slightly with the article length:
r = .004 for coherence, r = .075 for readability, r = .093 for
semantic coherence, and r = .181 for entropy.
Table 2 gives two coefficients for the statistical power:
the point biserial correlation coefficient, rpb , and the MannWhitney U N . Using Cohen’s [3] rule-of-thumb, the effect
sizes can be interpreted as small if .100 < rpb ≤ .243,
medium if .243 < rpb ≤ .371, and large if rpb > .371. Subsequently, the statistical power analysis indicates that entropy

and normalized semantic complexity has strong, readability
medium, and coherence has little differentiation power between both Wikipedias.
Since the goal is to benchmark the features, it is informative to look at the differences between the metrics as well.
For this, the averaged cross-correlations between the metrics were determined. These show a strong indication that
readability, entropy, semantic complexity, and semantic coherence do indeed measure different aspects of complexity,
with rpb ≤ .243. An exception to this are entropy and semantic complexity that correlate strongly with rpb = .670.

4.

DISCUSSION

This paper reported on the feasibility of applying Ockham’s razor to search results: preferring a simple text above
a complex one. Founded on human information processing,
four facets of comprehension were introduced (Section 1):
readability, amount of information, coherence, and content
overlap. Next, for each facet, Section 2 introduced accompanying metrics of complexity. Subsequently, these were
tested on data distinctive in complexity: simple and normal English Wikipedia. The evaluation showed that most
metrics could indeed differentiate between different levels of
complexity. Moreover, the tests showed that the metrics
measure different properties of complexity. This indicates
that the four determinants of comprehension are indeed reflected by the metrics.
The Wikipedia data set implies two limits on their interpretation. First, the data was likely not very distinctive
on coherence. Both simple and normal English Wikipedia
present coherent articles, as is confirmed by the relatively
low statistical power for the coherence metric. Second, the
data was not only distinctive in the complexity of articles,
but also in article length. To control for this effect, the
correlations between length and the complexity metrics was
computed. These correlations were low, except for entropy.
These effects can be explained by the difference in length
between the two sets of articles, as longer articles discuss
more information (entropy).
The aim of using complexity measures in IR is to retrieve
information better suited to the user. However, the intrinsic relation with the user’s percept of complexity is far from
trivial. We pose that with this research, a first step is made
towards an adaptive variant of IR: giving the user more control over the retrieved information and, consequently, increase the user experience in its broadest sense. This would
pave the path towards the development of IR systems as
they should be: truly user-centered.
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